My Approach to Assessment After Tricuspid Interventions: Tips and Tricks
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Abstract

Severe tricuspid regurgitation (TR) is associated with high morbidity and mortality. Given that surgical treatment of TR alone has been associated with high mortality, transcatheter interventions in the tricuspid valve (TV) have been used for its treatment, with relatively lower risk. There is a delay in intervention for TR, and this is probably related to a limited understanding of the anatomy of the TV and the right ventricle, in addition to an underestimation of the severity of TR. In this scenario, it is necessary to have comprehensive anatomical knowledge of the TV, the pathophysiology involved in the mechanism of regurgitation, and more accurate grading. The TV has anatomical, histological, and spatial peculiarities that make its assessment more complex when compared to the mitral valve, requiring knowledge and training in the various echocardiographic techniques that will often be used in combination for accurate assessment.

This review will describe the anatomy of the TV, the role of echocardiography in the diagnosis, grading, and pathophysiology involved in TR; the main transcatheter treatment options currently available for TR; and the assessment of outcomes after transcatheter intervention by means of multiple echocardiographic modalities.

Introduction

Tricuspid regurgitation (TR) is a frequent echocardiographic finding that is present in 80–90% of normal individuals. Mild or minimal TR has no impact on clinical outcomes. However, moderate or severe TR is associated with worse prognosis regardless of left ventricular dysfunction or pulmonary arterial hypertension.1 The cause of TR may be related to the valve apparatus (primary TR) or the heart structure (secondary or functional TR), the latter being responsible for up to 90% of cases.2

In advanced stages, the conventional approach through open heart surgery may be indicated. Replacement of the diseased valve is performed with mechanical or biological valve prostheses. The choice of device depends on availability and on the age of the patient. Another surgical option is valve repair, mostly with the implantation of an associated valve annulus to reduce the size of the native valve annulus. Surgical repair mortality ranges from 13.9 to 33%. On average, operative mortality of tricuspid valve (TV) surgery is 19% at 30 days.3 Due to advanced age and concomitant pathologies, many individuals with severe TR are considered inoperable or at prohibitive surgical risk, and only 18% of them are actually referred for valve surgery.4

Successful development and outcomes of transcatheter aortic valve implantation, followed by transcatheter therapies for mitral valve disease, have opened up a plethora of opportunities for transcatheter treatment of TR, a valvular heart disease traditionally considered benign and often left untreated.4

Current transcatheter treatment options mimic surgical techniques and include European-approved solutions such as leaflet approximation, direct annuloplasty, and heterotopic vena cava implantation, as well as transcatheter TV replacement systems not yet commercially available, using orthotopic valve implant.4 (figure 1) Compared to mitral procedures, transcatheter tricuspid valve interventions (TTVI) present several additional technical and anatomic challenges, including difficult visualization of the VT apparatus, variable anatomy with thinner valve leaflets, and a large coaptation gap. An algorithm for TTVI device selection was recently proposed.4 (Figure 2)

The TV anatomy

TV is the largest of the four heart valves, and its area varies between 7 and 9 cm². Due to its large size and low pressure differences between the right atrium (RA) and right ventricle (RV), peak transvalvular diastolic velocities are typically smaller than 1 m/s with mean gradients <2 mmHg.5 TV has anterior, septal, and posterior cusps. The anterior cusp is usually the largest, 2.2 cm wide. The septal and posterior cusps are notably smaller and measure approximately 1.5 and 2.0 cm, respectively.6 In addition, it is the most apically positioned valve and, similar to the mitral valve, it consists of four components: the annulus fibrosus, the three cusps, the papillary muscles and the chordae tendineae.7 The anterior papillary muscle has chordae for the anterior and posterior cusps, and the medial papillary muscle for the posterior and septal cusps. The septal wall provides chordae for the anterior and septal cusps. In addition, there may be accessory chordae connections to the RV free wall and to the moderator band.8 The normal tricuspid annulus (TA) is triangular and saddle shaped.9 When functional dilation occurs, the TA becomes more circular and planar, dilating from the septum to the lateral wall (Figure 3E).9
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**Figure 1** – Current options for transcatheter TV intervention that are approved or under clinical evaluation. Adapted from Praz F, et al. 4

**Figure 2** – Algorithm for selecting the TTVI device. Adapted from Praz F, et al. 4 TR: tricuspid regurgitation.

**The role of echocardiogram**

Echocardiography is routinely used in clinical practice to assess the severity of TR. This is done in an integrated way, using the color Doppler study by calculating the jet area, evaluating vena contracta width, calculating convergence flow, in addition to the size and direction of regurgitant jet. 10 On a two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiogram (2D TTE), the three cusps cannot be viewed simultaneously, requiring the acquisition of different echocardiographic windows. Through the longitudinal parasternal window via RV inlet, the anterior cusp will always be viewed in the proximal field, but in the distal field the septal cusp may be present (when the interventricular septum and/or the left ventricle are seen) or the posterior cusp (when the interventricular septum...
is not seen). In the short-axis parasternal window, the cusp adjacent to the aorta is the septal (when the left ventricular outflow tract is seen) or anterior cusp (Figure 3A), and the cusp adjacent to the free wall is usually the posterior cusp (Figure 3A). In the apical four-chamber window, the septal cusp will always be adjacent to the septum and the opposite cusp will be the anterior one when the transducer is angled anteriorly, and the aorta is seen (Figure 3B). However, if the transducer is angled posteriorly, displaying the coronary sinus, the opposite cusp will be the posterior one (Figure 3C). The transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) includes additional images, many of which are intended to improve TV image. Given the position of the heart in relation to the esophagus and stomach, the mid-esophagus, distal esophagus, transgastric, and deep transgastric views can bring the probe closer to the TV for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) images.

Multiple echocardiographic windows are needed to assess TV starting from the mid-esophageal plane. Four-chamber window displays the septal cusp and anterior cusp; Biplanar imaging can help clarify which cusp is displayed because the anterior cusp is normally seen adjacent to the aorta (Video 1). In the distal esophageal plane at the level of the coronary sinus, the posterior and anterior cusps are typically displayed. Advancing the TEE probe into the stomach and rotating approximately $20^\circ$–$60^\circ$ produces the transgastric short-axis view, which is the only two-dimensional view that generally provides simultaneous imaging of all three TV cusps (Figure 3D). Using the biplanar image, all cusp coaptation points can be seen. Advancing the TEE probe along with the right anterior flexion and returning the angle to $0^\circ$–$20^\circ$ produces a deep transgastric plane of the TV.

Three-dimensional echocardiography significantly improved the accuracy of imaging and identification of cusps and associated anatomical components of the TV complex, eliminating the need for mental reconstruction of multiple 2D planes. Lang et al. suggested standardization of 3D acquisition of the VT, with the interatrial septum positioned inferiorly (at six o’clock), so that the anterior cusp is on the right, the posterior cusp on the left and the septal cusp on the distal field. Due to the more anterior position of the right heart chambers, 3D TV images on TTE can be equal to or sometimes better than the 3D images on TEE. As in TTE, 3D TV images on TEE must have the interatrial septum positioned inferiorly as standard. Thus, the anterior cusp is on the left, the posterior cusp on the right and the septal cusp in the distal field (Figure 3F).
Post-procedure assessment

One of the main objectives of evaluating the success of percutaneous tricuspid procedure is evaluating residual TR. Similar to pre-procedure quantification, post-procedure assessment should attempt to quantify the severity of TR as much as possible. TR grading is well described both in the guidelines of the American Society of Echocardiography and in the European Cardiovascular Imaging Association. In both documents, significant TR is defined as vena contracta diameter ≥0.7 cm; PISA radius >0.9 cm (when aliasing speed=28 cm/s); ERO≥40 mm²; regurgitant volume ≥45 ml; inferior vena cava diameter >25 mm; RA area >18 cm², triangular shape of TR on continuous Doppler flow, in addition to reverse flow in hepatic veins. Measurement of 3D vena contracta area (VCA) has a good correlation with the regurgitant orifice area. A cut off >0.36 cm² for 3D VCA values has been shown to present 89% sensitivity and 84% specificity in predicting severe TR. However, since patients undergoing TTVI often have an anatomical regurgitant area several times larger than an effective regurgitant orifice area (EROA) of 0.40 cm², an extended classification to include “massive” and “torrential” TR (both associated with harmful results) has been recently proposed (Table 1). To date, the complete elimination of TR after a percutaneous procedure is not achievable with currently available technology. However, most patients show significant improvement in functional class with reduction of at least two degrees of TR severity (e.g., from torrential to severe TR). While it is important to assess residual TR, equally important is the assessment of RV size and systolic function. Including TA plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), RV fractional area change (FAC), tissue Doppler-derived lateral TA systolic wave velocity, RV myocardial performance index (MPI), myocardial strain indices, such as the global longitudinal strain or longitudinal strain of the 2D RV free wall, in addition to RV ejection fraction by the three-dimensional method. TAPSE values <17 mm, FAC <35%, S’ <9.5 cm/s, RV free wall longitudinal strain <20% (absolute values), RV MPI by pulsed Doppler <0.43 s and 3D RV ejection fraction <45% are considered abnormal RV systolic function values (Figure 4).

Significant TA dilation is defined by a diastolic diameter of ≥40 mm or >21 mm/m² by the apical four-chamber TTE window and is indicative of severe TR by the latest American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guidelines. Besides, TV thetering distance measurements (>0.76 cm) and TV thetering area (>1.63 cm²) are predictors of TR recurrence after surgery.

The TriClip system (Abbott Vascular, Abbott Park, Illinois) is an adaptation of the Abbott Vascular MitraClip system for the TV. The main objective of the tricuspid transcatheter edge-to-edge repair system is to restore coaptation between leaflets and reduce the regurgitant orifice area. Quantification of TR severity can be challenging because TR jets are often deflected in multiple directions. Furthermore, it is important to inform the number of clips released, commissures/cusps captured and whether there is a single leaflet captured by the device. A mean transvalvular gradient <3 mmHg is acceptable after clip release.

The FORMA Spacing system is a device that aims to fill the coaptation gap resulting from annulus and TV leaflet dilation. It consists of two pieces: a foam polymer balloon spacer placed in the regurgitant orifice, creating a surface for cusp coaptation and an anchorage system attached to the apex of the RV. After the FORMA procedure, it is difficult to quantify TR due to non-circular jets that appear around the device. It is important to describe the percentage of device length in RV and RA.

RV inlet and outlet images are the main echocardiographic windows on TTE to assess device position (TriClip and FORMA). Short-axis parasternal and short-axis subcostal windows are also helpful. On TEE, the distal esophagus plane is typically the best for assessing regurgitant jet, leaflet capture by the clip, and tricuspid transvalvular gradients. Transgastric planes are also useful for evaluating clip position, and Doppler scan in the deep transgastric planes. The PISA method is generally not suitable for evaluating multiple regurgitant jets. A semiquantitative approach based on color Doppler and multiple echocardiographic windows might be required in such patients. The vena contracta area measured by 3D can also be useful in this context to assess the severity of residual TR after the procedure.

There are two TTVI devices available in Brazil: TricValve and the Valve-in-Valve Tricuspid. TricValve (P&F Products & Features

Table 1 – Extended classification for grading TR. Adapted from Hahn et al. 17,18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Moderate/Severe</th>
<th>Severe</th>
<th>Massive</th>
<th>Torrential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vena contracta width</td>
<td>&lt; 3 mm</td>
<td>3–6.9 mm</td>
<td>6–6.9 mm</td>
<td>7–13 mm</td>
<td>14–20 mm</td>
<td>≥21 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EROA</td>
<td>20 mm²</td>
<td>20–29 mm²</td>
<td>30–39 mm²</td>
<td>40–59 mm²</td>
<td>60–79 mm²</td>
<td>≥80 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regurgitant volume</td>
<td>&lt; 15 mL</td>
<td>15–29 mL</td>
<td>30–44 mL</td>
<td>40–59 mL</td>
<td>60–74 mL</td>
<td>≥75 mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D ECHO Regurgitant Fraction (MRI)*</td>
<td>&lt; 25% (30%)</td>
<td>&lt; 25–44% (30–49%)</td>
<td>&lt;45% (50%)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D vena contracta</td>
<td>75–94 mm²</td>
<td>95–114 mm²</td>
<td>&gt;115 mm²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EROA: effective regurgitant orifice area; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
Vertriebs GmbH, Vienna, Austria, in cooperation with Braile Biomedica, São José do Rio Preto, Brazil) consists of two self-expanding heterotopic bioprosthetic valves implanted in the superior and inferior vena cava and anchored in the cavo-atrial inflow. Transcatheter implantation of Valve-in-Valve Tricuspid through expandable balloon prosthesis consists of percutaneously treating dysfunction of TV bioprosthesis (Video 3). A recent pilot study carried out at Instituto do Coração do Hospital das Clínicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo, from June 2015 to August 2022, evaluated 12 patients, most of them with congenital heart disease (66% Tetralogy of Fallot or Ebstein anomaly), who underwent percutaneous implantation of Valve-in-Valve in the tricuspid position due to symptomatic bioprosthesis dysfunction (50% NYHA functional class III-IV heart failure). The main mechanism of prosthetic dysfunction was failure (66%) and double prosthetic dysfunction (75%). Two expandable balloon prostheses were used: Inovare (Braile) in 10 patients and Sapien 3 (Edwards) in two patients. Mean length of stay was 12±5.4 days, with 67% of patients discharged in NYHA functional class I. There were no in-hospital or 29-month follow-up deaths; the predominant antithrombotic regimen was vitamin K antagonist in 10 (83%) and late bioprosthesis thrombosis occurred in one (8.3%) patient (Video 2), due to Covid-19 infection. One-year echocardiographic control showed a mean tricuspid gradient of 7.7±2.4 mmHg and one case with moderate paravalvular leak. This pilot retrospective registry demonstrated safety, efficacy and significant improvement in symptoms in the medium term.23

The presence of potential short- and long-term complications, such as device detachment, degeneration, annulus or leaflet rupture, endocarditis, pericardial effusion or cardiac tamponade, prosthetic thrombosis and perivalvular regurgitation in cases of tricuspid valve-in-valve, in addition to impairment of right coronary artery should be investigated and detected by TTE. In case of doubtful findings, 2D/3D TEE should be requested.22

**Video 2** – 3D TEE Tricuspid endoprosthesis (Valve-in-Valve) with restricted leaflet mobility.
Link: http://abcimaging.org/supplementary-material/2023/3601/convite-Bruna-Leal-video_02.mp4

**Video 3** – Tricuspid Valve-in-Valve image (Edwards 3 prosthesis number 29): endoprosthesis placement on three-dimensional TEE image.
Link: http://abcimaging.org/supplementary-material/2023/3601/convite-Bruna-Leal-video_03.mp4
Conclusion
Interest in TV has increased in a scenario of evidence that TR impacts morbidity and mortality of individuals. The complex anatomy and function of TV implies an evaluation using multiple windows and echocardiographic modalities (2D/3D TTE and 2D/3D TEE). After percutaneous TV intervention, residual TR, annulus size, RV function and size should be evaluated. The main complications include significant TR (single leaflet captured by the device), prosthesis thrombosis, endocarditis, pericardial effusion, and impairment of right coronary artery. Ideally, TTE should be performed at one, six and twelve months, and annually after the procedure.
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